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In this paper we show that blocking sets of cardinality less than 3(q 1 1)/2
(q 5 pn) in Desarguesian projective planes intersect every line in 1 modulo p points.
It is also shown that the cardinality of a blocking set must lie in a few relatively
short intervals. This is similar to previous results of Re´dei, which were proved for
a special class of blocking sets. In the particular case q 5 p2, the above result
implies that a nontrivial blocking set either contains a Baer-subplane or has size
at least 3(q 1 1)/2; and this result is sharp. As a by-product, new proofs are given
for the Jamison, Brouwer-Schrijver theorem on blocking sets in Desarguesian affine
planes, and for Blokhuis’ theorem on blocking sets in Desarguesian projective
planes.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A blocking set in a projective or affine plane is a set of points which
intersects every line. Actually, these are particular cases of 1-covers in
hypergraphs; for a survey of these more general results on matchings and
covers in hypergraphs the reader is referred to Fu¨redi [16].
Throughout this paper we will work on the Desarguesian affine and
projective planes AG(2, q) and PG(2, q); see [17]. Hence q 5 pn, where
p is prime, n $ 1. The letters q, p, n will always be used in this sense.
For projective planes, the smallest blocking sets are just the lines.
Blocking sets containing a line will be called trivial. A blocking set is said
to be minimal, when no proper subset of it is a blocking set. Some authors
call them irreducible instead of minimal. Note that a minimal blocking set
in a projective plane is either a line, or does not contain a line. The terminol-
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ogy is not standard; sometimes it is supposed that a blocking set contains
no line; we follow Blokhuis’ terminology. As a survey on blocking sets in
projective or affine planes, Blokhuis [3] is recommended.
One of the most interesting questions about blocking sets is to determine
the size of the smallest nontrival one. The first result in this direction is
due to Bruen [11, 12] who proved that uBu $ q 1 Ïq 1 1 for any nontrivial
blocking set in a projective plane of order q. Moreover, if q is a square
then there are blocking sets of this size; they are precisely the Baer-sub-
planes (i.e., subplanes of order Ïq). For planes of nonsquare order, this
bound was improved to q 1 Ï2q 1 1 by Blokhuis and Brouwer [5] and
Bruen and Silverman [14]. Then Blokhuis [2] showed that uBu $ 3(p 1 1)/2
if the order p is a prime, confirming a 25-year old conjecture by Jane
di Paola [20]. For planes of nonprime and nonsquare order Blokhuis [3]
improved the bound to uBu $ q 1 Ïqp 1 1. Recently, in the manuscript
[8], Blokhuis, Storme, and the author showed that uBu $ q 1 q2/3 1 1, if q
is a nonsquare and p . 3, and uBu $ q 1 q2/3/21/3 1 1, if q is a nonsquare
and p 5 2 or 3.
The other natural question after Bruen’s result is to consider blocking
sets in planes of square order which do not contain a Baer-subplane. The
first result in this direction is due to Bruen and Thas [15]; they showed
that blocking sets of size q 1 Ïq 1 2 (q square) necessarily contain a
Baer-subplane. This means that for the size of a nontrivial minimal blocking
set which is not a Baer-subplane, uBu $ q 1 Ïq 1 3 holds. This bound was
improved to q 1 Ï2q 1 1 2 1/(2q) by Bruen and Silverman [14], and to
q 1 2Ïq 1 1 by Ball and Blokhuis [1]. In the manuscript [8] it is improved
to q 1 q2/3 1 1 if p . 3, and in the particular case q 5 p2 to q 1 q3/4/Ï2 1 1.
On the other hand, there are few known constructions. For any odd q
there is a blocking set of size 3(q 1 1)/2, called the projective triangle in
[17, Theorem 13.4.1]. For q even there is a similar blocking set, called the
projective triad in [17, Theorem 13.4.2], consisting of (3q 1 2)/2 points.
The size of the known smaller examples is between q 1 q/pe 1 1 and q 1
(q 2 1)/(pe 2 1) for a divisor e of n; see Brouwer and Wilbrink [10].
In this paper we will be mainly interested in the following question:
What are the possible sizes of minimal blocking sets in the interval
(q 1 1, 3(q 1 1)/2)?
The known examples of blocking sets of size less than 3(q 1 1)/2 have
a very special structure: there is always a line , which intersects B in exactly
uBu 2 q points. It is easy to see that uB > ,u # uBu 2 q for every line and
every blocking set. Sometimes blocking sets having a line which attains
equality are called blocking sets of maximal type. There is another name
for these blocking sets introduced by Bruen and Thas in [15]; they are also
called blocking sets of Re´dei type. The reason for this is that in his book
[21] Re´dei proved strong results on the number of directions (slopes)
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determined by the graph of a function GF(q) R GF(q). If uB > ,u 5
uBu 2 q, then B\, can be viewed as the graph of a function in the affine
plane PG(2, q)\,. Conversely, if we add the infinite points of the lines
joining two points of the graph of a function to the graph, then we get a
blocking set of Re´dei type with respect to the line at infinity. For all these
observations, the reader is referred to the paper [15]. Re´dei’s work not
only provides results for blocking sets of Re´dei type, but the techniques
were also crucial for Blokhuis’ results on blocking sets. It is also the strongest
motivation of the present work. Using the blocking set terminology, Re´dei’s
result [21, Theorem 24] essentially shows that the size of a nontrivial
blocking set of Re´dei type must lie in certain intervals depending on q.
We state here the improvement, due to Blokhuis, Brouwer, and the author
of Re´dei’s theorem [6].
Let B be a minimal blocking set of Re´dei type with respect to the
line ,. Suppose that e (0 # e # n) is the largest integer such that each
line through a point of , intersects B\, in a multiple of pe points. Then
uB > ,u ; 1 (mod pe) and we have one of the following:
(i) e 5 0 and q 1 (q 1 3)/2 # uBu # 2q,
(ii) 1 # e , n/3 and q 1 2 1 (q 2 1)/(pe 1 1) # uBu # q 1
(q 2 1)/(pe 2 1),
(iii) e 5 n/3 and uBu 5 q 1 p2e 1 1 or q 1 p2e 1 pe 1 1,
(iv) e 5 n/2 and uBu 5 q 1 pe 1 1 (Baer-subplane),
(v) e 5 n and uBu 5 q 1 1 (line).
Note that for q 5 p prime, the improvement to uBu $ p 1 (p 1 3)/2 was
already obtained by Megyesi; see [21, Theorem 249]. An elementary proof,
together with the characterization of the case of equality, was given by
Lova´sz and Schrijver in [19].
The main result of this paper is that we could extend the above result
to arbitrary blocking sets. The price of this is that the length of the intervals
in the theorem is roughly doubled (see the asymptotic formula in Theorem
5.6). Here we only mention the following combination of Theorem 5.6 and
Proposition 5.8, which is less strong but valid without any further restriction.
THEOREM. Let B be a minimal blocking set in PG(2, q), q 5 pn. Suppose
that uBu , 3(q 1 1)/2. Then q 1 1 1 q(pe 1 2) # uBu # q 1 9q/(4pe) for
some e, 1 # e # n/2.
In the particular case q 5 p2 Theorem 5.6 has the following consequence.
THEOREM 5.7. Let q 5 p2 and B be a minimal blocking set which is not
a Baer-subplane. Then uBu $ 3(q 1 1)/2.
As a by-product, our method gives a new proof for Blokhuis’ result on
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blocking sets in planes of prime order. It also shows that every blocking
set of size less than 3(q 1 1)/2 intersects every line in 1 modulo p points
(Corollary 4.8). This was conjectured by Blokhuis [3]. Moreover, if pe $ 9
and uBu lies in the interval corresponding to e in Theorem 5.6, then every
line intersects B in 1 modulo pe points. The method also gives something
for pe 5 4 and 8; see Remark 5.13. Note also that our e turns out to be
the same as Blokhuis’ e, at least for pe $ 9.
The arguments can also be used to prove the theorem of Jamison [18]
and Brouwer and Schrijver [9] on blocking sets in the affine plane AG(2, q).
This result can be extended to t-blocking sets, and it gives exactly Bruen’s
result [13]. In the projective case it is less clear how to extend the methods
to multiple blocking sets.
One of the most useful methods in finite geometry is Segre’s method to
associate a curve to an arc, which reflects the completeness of the arc
(maximality subject to inclusion); see [17, 22].
Our proofs are based on the following similar observation: to a blocking
set of size q 1 k 1 1 (k , q 2 1) we can associate a pair of curves of
degree k which have the same GF(q)-rational points. In the previous paper
[7] one of these curves was used to obtain similar results for blocking sets
which are close to being of Re´dei type. This was the first result showing
that Re´dei’s theorem can be extended to a larger class of blocking sets.
An other application of the idea of associating a curve to a set (which is
not an arc) can be found in [24], where it is applied for a modification of
Re´dei’s original problem.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper we use the usual representation of AG(2, q) and
PG(2, q). This means that the points have affine coordinates (x, y), where
x, y are elements of GF(q). The lines of this affine plane have equation
mX 1 b 2 Y 5 0 or X 5 c. The coefficient m is the slope of the line, and
the infinite points can be identified with slopes. So (m) will denote the
infinite point of lines with slope m. Similarly (y) will be the infinite point
of vertical lines, that is lines with equation X 5 c.
Let B be a blocking set of PG(2, q). A point P [ B is called essential if
B\hPj is not a blocking set. The blocking set B is minimal if and only if
every P [ B is essential. Geometrically this means that through each point
of the blocking set B there is a line intersecting B in just one point. Some-
times such a line will be called a tangent and, more generally, a line inter-
secting B in r points will be called an r-secant or a line of length r.
Let L be the line at infinity, D :5 B > L, uDu 5 N and suppose that
(y) [ D. Give affine coordinates to the points of U :5 B\L; namely, let
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U 5 h(ai , bi) : i 5 1, . . . , q 1 kj. So uBu 5 q 1 k 1 N, N $ 1. We will
always suppose that uBu # 2q, and that k , q 2 1. Actually, except for the
theorems in Section 3, we always have N 5 1 and k , q 2 1.
DEFINITION 2.1. The Re´dei polynomial of U is defined as follows:
H(X, Y) :5 p
i
(X 1 aiY 2 bi) 5 X q1k 1 h1(Y)X q1k21 1 ? ? ? 1 hq1k(Y).
(1)
Note that for all j 5 1, . . . , q 1 k: deg(hj) # j. If H(X, Y) is considered
for a fixed Y 5 y as a polynomial of X, then we write Hy(X) (or just H(X, y)).
DEFINITION 2.2. Let C be the affine curve of degree k defined by
f (X, Y) 5 X k 1 h1(Y)X k21 1 ? ? ? 1 hk(Y). Multiple components are
allowed, so C is actually a cycle.
f (X, Y) has degree k indeed, by the remark before the definition. The next
proposition summarizes some important properties of the Re´dei polynomial
and of these cycles.
PROPOSITION 2.3. (1) For a fixed (y) [ L\B the polynomial (X q 2 X)
divides Hy(X). Moreover, if k , q 2 1 then Hy(X)/(X q 2 X) 5 f (X, y)
for every (y) [ L\B; and f (X, y) splits into linear factors over GF(q) for
these fixed y’s.
(2) For a fixed (y) [ L\B, the element x [ GF(q) is an r-fold root of
Hy(X) if and only if the line with equation Y 5 yX 1 x intersects U in
exactly r points.
(3) Suppose that for a fixed (y) [ L\B, the line with equation Y 5 y
meets f (X, Y) at (x, y) with multiplicity m. Then the line with equation
Y 5 yX 1 x meets U in exactly m 1 1 points.
Proof. (2) is immediate from the definition of the Re´dei polynomial:
the multiplicity of a root X 5 x is just the number of linear factors in the
product defining H(X, Y) that vanish. Since these factors come from the
equation of the line Y 5 yX 1 x by putting X 5 ai , Y 5 bi , this is the
number of points of U lying on the line Y 5 yX 1 x. The first part of (1)
follows from (2) and the fact that Px[GF(q)(X 2 x) 5 X q 2 X. The rest of
(1) is immediate. To see (3) observe that when the intersection multiplicity
is m, then x is an m-fold root of f (X, y), and hence it is an (m 1 1)-fold
root of Hy(X). Now the assertion follows from (2). n
We will sometimes use the facts given in Proposition 2.3 without fur-
ther reference.
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LEMMA 2.4. (1) If a point P(a, b) [ B is not essential, then X 1
aY 2 b divides f (X, Y) (as polynomials in two variables).
(2) If 2(q 1 1 2 N) . q 1 k and X 1 aY 2 b divides f (X, Y), then
(a, b) is not essential.
Proof. (1) Take an (y0) [ L\B. For this y0 there are at least two points
of B on the line with slope y0 through P; hence (X 1 ay0 2 b)2 divides
Hy0(X) and thus (X 1 ay0 2 b) divides f (X, y0). In other words the line
L : X 1 aY 2 b and C have a common point for Y 5 y0 . This happens for
q 1 1 2 N values of y0 , so by Be´zout’s theorem L , C indeed.
(2) If X 1 aY 2 b divides f (X, Y), then for every (y0) [ L\B the
line with slope y0 through (a, b) intersects B in at least two points. If
(a, b) Ó B, then we see at least 2(q 1 1 2 N) points of B on these lines, so
uBu $ 2(q 1 1 2 N) 1 N. Putting uBu 5 q 1 k 1 N gives a contradiction.
Hence (a, b) [ B, and since each the line with slope y0 , (y0) [ L\B,
contains at least two points of B, the point (a, b) cannot be essential. n
Note that also in Segre’s theory there is a lemma corresponding to
this one (see [17, Lemmas 10.3.2 and 10.4]), and it plays an important
role in proving the incompleteness of arcs.
3. BLOCKING SETS IN AFFINE PLANES
In this section blocking sets of the Desarguesian affine plane AG(2, q)
will be considered. Our goal is to give a new proof of the famous result of
Jamison [18] and Brouwer and Schrijver [9] on the blocking number of
AG(2, q) using the Re´dei-polynomial and the curve f.
PROPOSITION 3.1. If the smallest blocking set of AG(2, q) has size at
most r then in PG(2, q) there is a blocking set of size at most r 1 2 which
contains two different minimal blocking sets, and vice versa.
Proof. There are two distinct minimal blocking sets contained in a
blocking set if and only if the deletion of all nonessential points does not
give a blocking set.
⇒ Take a blocking set T in AG(2, q) and just put two arbitrary
points on the line at infinity. They are nonessential, but one cannot delete
them simultaneously.
⇐ Start to delete the nonessential points until a minimal blocking
set is obtained.
If there is a point E which became essential but can be deleted from the
original blocking set, then through E there is a tangent of the resulting
blocking set which intersects the original blocking set in at least two points.
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So in a critical step, when the last point different from E is deleted on this
line, one has a blocking set with just two nonessential points on a line. This
means that in this step the remaining points form an affine blocking set. n
THEOREM 3.2. (Jamison; Brouwer and Schrijver). If S is a blocking set
in AG(2, q), then uSu $ 2q 2 1.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that uSu # 2q 2 2. By Proposition 3.1
take a blocking set B of PG(2, q) of size 2q with two points P1 , P2 that
cannot be deleted simultaneously. Pick a point P [ B, P ? P1 , P2 , and
consider the nontangent lines through P. We wish to choose the line at
infinity , in such a way that q , uB\,u , 2q 2 1. If there is a line through
P with q points and all the other nontangents contain P1 or P2 , then the
blocking set is contained in the union of three concurrent lines through P.
In this case replace P by an other point; thus we can always choose the
line at infinity as a line disjoint from hP1 , P2j and intersecting B in at least
2, and at most q 2 1, points. Let Pi : (ai , bi) be the two nonessential points
that cannot be deleted simultaneously (so uP1P2 > Bu 5 2). By Lemma
2.4(1), X 1 aiY 2 bi divides f (X, Y) for i 5 1, 2. If y0 is the slope of the
line P1P2 , then this implies that x* 5 2a1y0 1 b1 5 2a2y0 1 b2 is a root
of f (X, y0) with multiplicity 2. Thus it is a root of H(X, y0) with multiplicity
3, which means that P1P2 meets B in at least 3 points, a contradiction. n
Remark 3.3. The vice versa part of Proposition 3.1 is interesting in itself.
Using Theorem 3.2 it gives that blocking sets of size at most 2q contain a
unique minimal blocking set. There is a similar phenomenon for arcs; an
arc of size k $ (q 1 4)/2 if q is even and of size k $ (2q 1 5)/3 if q odd
is contained in a unique complete (maximal subject to inclusion) arc; see
[25, 23].
Before the next remark, the definition of t-blocking sets is needed. A
set S of AG(2, q) is a t-blocking set if it intersects each line in at least t
points. For t-blocking sets a result analogous to the Jamison; Brouwer and
Schrijver theorem was obtained by Bruen [13]. He proved that the size of
a t-blocking set is at least (t 1 1)q 2 t. For (t, q) 5 1, Blokhuis [4] recently
improved Bruen’s bound to (t 1 1)q 2 1.
Remark 3.4. The method (with slight modifications) immediately gives
Bruen’s result for multiple blocking sets. In this case uBu 5 tq 1 k 1 N and
in the definition of the curve f we have to divide the Re´dei polynomial by
(xq 2 x)t. In the proof of Proposition 3.1 one has to put r 1 t in place of
r 1 2. In the proof of Proposition 3.2 there are still q 1 1 2 N values of
y, so we need k 1 N # q to copy the proof, which means r 1 t 5 uBu #
(t 1 1)q. This implies that in Theorem 3.2 we will get r $ (t 1 1)q 2 t.
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4. BLOCKING SETS IN PROJECTIVE PLANES
The aim of this section is to show that blocking sets of size less than
3(q 1 1)/2 intersect every line in 1 modulo p points. This immediately
implies Blokhuis’ theorem for blocking sets in PG(2, p).
Let now B be a minimal blocking set of PG(2, q) and as in Section 2
write it as B 5 U < D, where U is the affine part. Only blocking sets with
size at most 2q 2 1 will be considered.
Suppose that D 5 h(y)j and that the line with equation x 5 0 does not
intersect U. This can be guaranteed by the lemma of Blokhuis and Brouwer
[5] which says that through each point of a blocking set of size q 1 k 1 1
there pass at least q 2 k tangents. Let U 5 h(ai , bi) : i 5 1, . . . q 1 kj and
write up the Re´dei polynomial H(X, Y) 5 P (X 1 aiY 2 bi) (see Definition
2.1). Since H(X, Y) vanishes for all (x, y) [ GF(q) 3 GF(q) (see Proposition
2.3 (1)), we can write it as
H(X, Y) 5 (Xq 2 X) f (X, Y) 1 (Yq 2 Y)g(X, Y),
where deg( f ), deg(g) # k as polynomials in two variables (see [2, 9]). Note
that f here is the same as the one defined in Definition 2.2. If one fixes
Y 5 y then H(X, y) is divisible by (X q 2 X) and f (x, y) 5 0 for an
(x, y) [ GF(q) 3 GF(q) if and only if the line with equation Y 5 yX 1 x
intersects U in at least two points (cf. Proposition 2.3 (3)). One can repeat
the same reasoning for g and this immediately gives the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. For (x, y) [ GF(q) 3 GF(q): f (x, y) 5 0 if and only if
g(x, y) 5 0.
LEMMA 4.2. The polynomials f and g cannot have a common factor.
Proof. Such a factor must divide H(X, Y), hence it must be divisible
by X 1 aiY 2 bi for some i. Lemma 2.4(2) gives (N 5 1, k # q 2 2) that
the point (ai , bi) can be deleted, a contradiction. n
Therefore, ( f, g) is a pair of polynomials (curves having no common
factor (component), but they pass through the same set of GF(q)-rational
points. Using Be´zout’s theorem it implies the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.3. There are at most k2 lines not through (y) that meet
B in at least two points.
Remark 4.4. This also follows from the Jamison and Brouwer and
Schrijver result (see Theorem 3.2), since for a blocking set of size q 1
k 1 1 there are at least q 2 k tangents through each point; cf. [5]. This
fact was already used in the beginning of the proof. However, if one does
not suppose that the line with equation x 5 0 does not intersect U, then
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everything remains the same, except that in Lemma 4.1 only the implication
f (x, y) 5 0 ⇒ g(x, y) 5 0 holds. In this case the curve g(X, Y ) has some
components of type X 2 bj 5 0, where (0, bj) is a point of U.
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 can also be used to show that all the components
of f have identically zero partial derivative with respect to X if the blocking
set is small. Before doing this, recall a lower bound on the number of
GF(q)-rational points of some components of f; see Blokhuis, Pellikaan,
and SzoUnyi [7].
LEMMA 4.5. [7]. (1) The sum of the intersection multiplicities I(P, f >
hP) over all GF(q)-rational points of f is exactly qk, where hP denotes the
horizontal line through P. If h is a divisor of f, then the corresponding sum
for h is precisely q deg(h).
(2) Let h(X, Y ) be a divisor of f (X, Y ) and suppose that it has neither
multiple components nor components with zero partial derivative with respect
to X. Then the number of GF(q)-rational points of h is at least
qs 2 s(s 2 1),
where s denotes the total degree of h.
Proof. For any fixed Y 5 y the polynomial f (X, y) is the product of
linear factors over GF(q), hence the same is true for every divisor of f. So
the number of points, counted with the intersection multiplicity of f and
the horizontal line at that point, is exactly qs. To get the number of points
without this multiplicity we have to subtract the number of affine intersec-
tions of h and h9X (see [7]). Be´zout’s theorem then gives the result. n
Note that for any component h of f the total degree of h is the same as
its degree in X.
THEOREM 4.6. If k , (q 1 1)/2 and h(X, Y ) is an irreducible polynomial
that divides f (X, Y), then h9X 5 0.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that h is a component with nonzero
partial derivative. Denote its degree by s. By Lemma 4.5 the number of
GF(q)-rational points on h is at least qs 2 s(s 2 1). Since these points are
also on g, Be´zout’s theorem gives
qs 2 s(s 2 1) # sk,
since by Lemma 4.2, g and h cannot have a common component. This
immediately implies q 1 1 # k 1 s and from s # k it follows that k $
(q 1 1)/2, a contradiction. n
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COROLLARY 4.7. (Blokhuis [2]). If q 5 p is a prime, then uBu $ 3(q 1
1)/2 for the size of a nontrivial blocking set.
COROLLARY 4.8. If B is a blocking set of size less than 3(q 1 1)/2, then
each line intersects it in 1 modulo p points.
Proof. Since all the components of f contain only terms of exponent
(in X) divisible by p, for any fixed Y 5 y the polynomial f (X, y) itself is
the pth power of a polynomial. This means that at each point (x, y) the
line Y 5 y intersects f (X, y) with multiplicity divisible by p, so the line
Y 5 yX 1 x intersects U in 1 modulo p points. n
5. MORE ON BLOCKING SETS IN PLANES OF
NONPRIME ORDER
The goal of this section is to obtain more precise information on blocking
sets of size less than 3(q 1 1)/2. For brevity, we will say that such a blocking
set is small. The main result of this section (Theorem 5.6) is that the size
of a small blocking set should lie in some intervals. The intervals are
typically disjoint and their length is reasonably small compared to q, except
when q is a large power of a small prime. A consequence of the main result
is that a small nontrivial blocking set in PG(2, p2) must contain a Baer-
subplane (Theorem 5.7). Note that this result is sharp; the projective triangle
(see [17, Chap. 12]) has cardinality 3(p2 1 1)/2.
To say more in the case q 5 pn, n . 1, components with zero partial
derivative should be studied in detail. Standard algebra (see [26, Section
44]) says that such a component h(X, Y) can be written in the form
h(X, Y) 5 u(X p
s
, Y) and u9X ? 0. Since in this case the projection of h to
the Y-axis is inseparable (or the corresponding field extension is insepara-
ble), for brevity we call such components inseparable.
The next two lemmas correspond to Lemma 4.5 in the inseparable case.
The following lemma will be very useful, it corresponds to the use of
Be´zout’s theorem for affine intersections.
LEMMA 5.1. Let f (X, Y) be a curve without multiple components and
suppose that f 9X ? 0. Suppose that the degree of f in X is a and its total degree
is b , q. Then the number of affine points (x, y) that are common points
of f and f 9X is at most 2ab 2 a2 2 b.
Proof. We will consider the curves f and f 9X over the algebraic closure
of GF(q). The lines with equation Y 5 y intersect f in a affine points
counted with multiplicity. Since there are q such lines and b , q, the infinite
point Xy of these lines must be a singular point of f with multiplicity b 2 a,
by Be´zout’s theorem. Similarly, denote the X-degree of f 9X by a*, and its
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total degree by b*. Obviously, a* # a 2 1 and b* # b 2 1. As above, the
point Xy is a singular point of f 9X with multiplicity b* 2 a*. The curves f
and f 9X do not have a common component, so Be´zout’s theorem gives that
the number of affine points in their intersection is at most bb* 2 (b 2 a)
(b* 2 a*) taking into account that the intersection multiplicity at Xy is at
least the product of the multiplicities. The above expression simplifies to
ab* 1 a*b 2 aa* # ab 2 a 1 ab 2 b 2 a2 1 a 5 2ab 2 b 2 a2. n
If h 9X 5 0 for a polynomial h dividing f, then we can find an exponent
pe and a polynomial u(X, Y) with u9X ? 0, so that h(X, Y) 5 u(X p
e
, Y).
The total degree of h is the same as its X-degree (see the remark after
Lemma 4.5). Hence if the degree of u in X is t, then its total degree is at
most tpe. Moreover, there is a 1–1 correspondence between the GF(q)-
rational points of h and u. Indeed, if (w, y) is a point of u then there is an
x [ GF(q) such that xp
e
5 w. Note also that the intersection multiplicity
of h and the line Y 5 y at (x, y) is exactly pe times the intersection multiplicity
of u and Y 5 y at (w, y). Hence, it makes no essential difference, if we
consider u instead of h. The next lemma provides a lower bound for the
number of GF(q)-rational points of such a component.
LEMMA 5.2. Let u(X, Y) be a polynomial with u9X ? 0. Suppose that the
degree of u in X is t, its total degree is v # tpe and tpe , q. Moreover,
suppose that u(X, y) splits into linear factors over GF(q) for every y [
GF(g). Then u has at least
qt 2 2tv 1 t2 1 v $ qt 2 2t2pe 1 t2 1 tpe
GF(q)-rational points in AG(2, q).
Proof. By Lemma 4.5(1) and the remark before the lemma, we have
that the number of points is exactly qt, if we count them with the intersection
multiplicity with horizontal lines. As in the proof of Lemma 4.5(2), the
number of affine intersections of u and u9X has to be subtracted, and this
is estimated using Lemma 5.1. It gives qt 2 2tv 1 t2 1 v for the number
of points. Finally, the function qt 2 2tv 1 t2 1 v is monotone decreasing
in v, so we can put tpe in place of v. n
Let us now see what this inequality gives in the general case q 5 pn,
n . 1. The idea is to copy the proof of Theorem 4.6.
THEOREM 5.3. Assume k # (q 1 1)/2 and let h(X, Y) be a component
of f, which can be written as h(X, Y) 5 u(X p
e
, Y) with u9X ? 0. Then
k $
q
pe 1 2
.
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Proof. Take a component h. As above, it can be written as h(X, Y) 5
u(X p
e
, Y), with u9X ? 0. Let t denote the X-degree of the polynomial u. By
the remark before Lemma 5.2 its total degree is at most tpe. Use Be´zout’s
theorem for the curves h and g. By Lemma 4.2, they cannot have a common
component. Since all the points of h are also points of g we get that the
number of points of h is at most deg(h) deg(g) 5 tkpe. Using the fact that
h has as many GF(q)-rational points as u, this gives
qt 2 2t2pe 1 t2 1 tpe # tkpe,
from which k $ (q/pe) 2 2t follows by omitting some small terms which
are nonnegative. On the other hand, k $ tpe is obvious. This implies t #
k/pe and, together with the previous bound it gives k $ (q/pe) 2 (2k/pe),
from which the assertion is immediate. n
Now we try to bound the cardinality of a blocking set also from above.
Before the proof, let us mention two trivial counting lemmas.
LEMMA 5.4. Through a point of B there pass at most (uBu 2 1)/r lines
that intersect B in at least (r 1 1) points.
Proof. Obvious; the lines through a point are disjoint outside of that
point. n
The previous lemma will be used frequently to bound the number of
certain incident point–line pairs from above, while the next lemma gives
a good lower bound for that number.
LEMMA 5.5. The number of incident point–line pairs, where the point is
a point of U and the line intersects B in at least two points, is at least qk 1
(the number of nontangent lines). Hence this number is at least qk 1 q.
Proof. The points of f correspond to the nontangent lines, and for these
points the length of the line is just the intersection multiplicity of f and the
horizontal line plus 1 (cf. Proposition 2.3(3)). If we add up the intersection
multiplicities, we get exactly qk by Lemma 4.5.(1), whence the assertion.
The last remark follows from the fact that there is at least one GF(q)-
rational point on each line with equation Y 5 y [ GF (q). n
THEOREM 5.6. Let B be a minimal blocking set in PG(2, q), q 5 pn.
Suppose that uBu , 3(q 1 1)/2. Then
q 1 1 1
q
pe 1 2
# uBu #
qpe 1 1 2 Ï(qpe 1 1)2 2 4q2pe
2
(2)
for some positive integer e. For pe , 7 the upper bound has to be replaced
by uBu , 3(q 11)/2 in (2). This means that asymptotically
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uBu # q 1 q
pe
1 2
q
p2e
1 5
q
p3e
1 ? ? ? .
To be more concrete, we have uBu # q 1 9q/(4pe) for every p and e.
Proof. The previous theorems imply that all the components of f are
of the form h(X, Y) 5 u(X p
e
, Y) for some e and u9X ? 0. Consider the
minimum length of a line which is not a tangent. By Corollary 4.8 this
number can be written in the form M 1 1, where M 5 mpe, e $ 1 and m
is not divisible by p. Pick a line of length M 1 1. It corresponds to a
GF(q)-rational point P on the curve f. Consider the components hi(X, Y) 5
u(X p
f
i, Y) that pass through P. There must be a component hi for which
fi # e; otherwise on all components the intersection multiplicity of the
horizontal line hP and ui would be divisible by pe11, so P would correspond
to an (N 1 1)-secant with N divisible by pe11. Choose a component hi with
fi # e. The lower bound follows immediately from Theorem 5.3.
To prove the upper bound, count the incident point–line pairs, where
the point belongs to U and the line is not a tangent (and is not vertical).
By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5,
qk 1 q # uBu(uBu 2 1)/M , 9q2/(4pe),
and this gives k 1 1 # 2.25q/pe.
Inequality (2) comes from the same counting, but instead of k 1 1 we
put uBu 2 q. This gives the following quadratic inequality for uBu:
uBu2 2 uBu(qpe 1 1) 1 q2pe $ 0. (3)
The first upper bound is just the smaller (positive) root of this equation.
The first terms in the asymptotic expansion come from explicitly solving
the equation (using binomial power series). n
The consequence of Theorem 5.6 in the particular case q 5 p2 is the fol-
lowing.
THEOREM 5.7. Let q 5 p2 and B be a minimal blocking set which is not
a Baer-subplane. Then uBu $ 3(q 1 1)/2.
Proof. Since uBu # q 1 9p/4 in this case, uBu ; 1 (mod p) implies that
either uBu 5 q 1 Ïq 1 1 in which case our blocking set must be a Baer-
subplane (Bruen [11]), or uBu 5 q 1 2p 1 1. For uBu 5 q 1 2p 1 1
(and e 5 1), the expression in (3) becomes uBu2 2 uBu(qp 1 1) 1
q2p 5 2q2 1 3qp 1 5q 1 2p, which is negative for p $ 5. Thus blocking
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sets with q 1 2p 1 1 points cannot exist. The case p # 3 is trivial, then
q 1 2p 1 1 $ 3(q 1 1)/2. n
PROPOSITION 5.8. In Theorem 5.6 e # n/2 for q $ 8.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that e . n/2. Then pe $ Ïq Ïp and
uBu $ q 1 Ïq Ïp 1 1. Thus the upper bound coming from (3) must be at
least q 1 Ïqp 1 1. In other words, for uBu 5 q 1 Ïpq 1 1 the expression
in (2) must be nonegative. Since the expression in (2) is monotone in pe,
we can use Ïq Ï2 instead of pe, and it gives
2q2 1 qÏq Ï2 1 3q 1 Ï2 Ïq,
which is certainly negative for q $ 8. n
Remark 5.9. The lower bound in Theorem 5.6 is slightly weaker than
Blokhuis’ bound (see [3, Theorem 6]) in the general case. He proved that
uBu $ q 1 p(n11)/2 1 1 if n is odd. By Proposition 5.8 the worst case in our
theorem is e 5 (n 2 1)/2 and in our bound we have q/(pe 1 2) in place
of q/pe.
Remark 5.10. Note that Proposition 5.8 works for all q, since q , 8
implies that either q 5 p or q 5 p2 and both cases are done completely
(Corollary 4.7 and Theorem 5.7.)
Remark 5.11. The size of the intervals is roughly twice as big as in the
Re´dei case; see [21, Theorem 24]. Since [B] , 3(q 1 1)/2, the last interval
is disjoint from [(q 1 1)/2, y) if p $ 5. For p 5 2, the first value of e for
which the upper end of the interval is less than 3(q 1 1)/2 is e 5 3.
The intervals are typically disjoint, and we will make use of this in the
next theorem.
THEOREM 5.12. If uBu lies in the interval belonging to e and pe $ 9, then
each line intersects B in 1 modulo pe points.
Proof. We know this from Corollary 4.8, if e 5 1; so suppose that e .
1. If there is a line, for which uB > Lu ò 1 (mod pe), then the intersection
multiplicity of f and hP at the point P : (x, y) corresponding to L is not
divisible by pe, hence there is a component through P which has the form
u(X p
t
, Y) for some t , e. Theorem 5.3 then gives a lower bound,
k $
q
pe/p 1 2
.
Again, substitution in the inequality (3) shows that for this value the inequal-
ity is not satisfied for pe $ 9. n
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Remark 5.13. The previous theorem shows that for pe ? 4, 8 the situation
is completely analogous to that in Re´dei’s theorem. This also shows, that
in these cases our e is the same as Blokhuis’ e, so the lower endpoint of
the intervals can (slightly) be improved. Consider the two missing cases
pe 5 8 and 4. For pe 5 8 our lower bound is q/10, for pe 5 4 it is q/6, so
for blocking sets of size b, 11q/10 # b , 7q/6, we still get that the lines
intersect them in 1 modulo 8 points. Similarly, blocking sets of size b with
7q/6 # b , 5q/4 intersect evey line in 1 modulo 4 points. Note also that
for q odd the previous theorem covers all cases (even if the bounds are
not best possible).
Let us see one more particular case, namely when q 5 p3. In this case
our general result is only slightly weaker than Re´dei’s original one. To
obtain the correct lower bound, Blokhuis’ theorem [3, Theorem 6] is
needed.
PROPOSITION 5.14. For q 5 p3, p $ 11, a blocking set of size less than
3(q 1 1)/2 must have size q 1 p2 1 1, q 1 p2 1 p 1 1 or q 1 p2 1 2p 1 1.
Proof. The lower bound comes from Blokhuis [3, Theorem 6]. All we
have to show is that the inequality (3) does not hold for uBu 5 q 1 p2 1
3p 1 1 if p $ 11. This can be checked by direct calculation. n
Note that in planes of order p3 there ae blocking sets (of Re´dei type)
whose cardinality is p3 1 p2 1 1 or p3 1 p2 1 p 1 1. From Re´dei’s theorem
mentioned in the Introduction it also follows that a blocking set of size
p3 1 p2 1 2p 1 1 cannot be of Re´dei type.
Remark 5.15. In the manuscript [8] it is showed that for the e of
Blokhuis, the lower bound can be improved to q 1 cpq2/3 1 1, where
cp 5 1 for p . 3 and cp 5 1/(21/3) for p 5 2,3. Since we know that our e
is the same as Blokhuis’ one and we also have an upper bound for the size
of such a blocking set, it follows that n/2 . e . n/3 is not possible for
pe $ 9, p $ 5, and q . 512. This can be done similarly to the proofs of
Propositions 5.8 and 5.14.
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